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Postsynaptic PKA Controls Quantal Size
and Reveals a Retrograde Signal that Regulates
Presynaptic Transmitter Release in Drosophila
PKA has been implicated in the regulation of synaptic
efficacy through the phosphorylation of both AMPA/
kainate- and NMDA-type glutamate receptors (Roche et
al., 1996; Leonard and Hell, 1997). PKA phosphorylation
of GluR1 and GluR6 subunits increases their response
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University of California to exogenously applied glutamate in vitro (Raymond et
al., 1993; Roche et al., 1996). Similarly, in cultured hippo-Berkeley, California 94720
campal cells, PKA increases the sensitivity of AMPA/
kainate receptors (Greengard et al., 1991; Wang et al.,
1993). A genetic investigation of postsynaptic PKA func-Summary
tion has been more difficult. In Drosophila, transgenic
elevation of PKA activity in the mushroom bodies im-Two distinct mechanisms regulate synaptic efficacy at
pairs associative olfactory learning (Drain et al., 1991;the Drosophila neuromuscular junction (NMJ): a PKA-
Skoulakis et al., 1993; Davis et al., 1995). In mice,dependent modulation of quantal size and a retro-
transgenic inhibition of PKA in the forebrain impairs LTPgrade regulation of presynaptic release. Postsynaptic
and disrupts long-term memory, establishing a link be-expression of a constitutively active PKA catalytic sub-
tween PKA in the forebrain and the synaptic basis ofunit decreases quantal size, whereas overexpression
learning and memory (Abel et al., 1997). However, stud-of a mutant PKA regulatory subunit (inhibiting PKA
ies in knockout mice have been complicated by theactivity) increases quantal size. Increased PKA activity
observation that the PKA signaling system can compen-also decreases the response to direct iontophoresis
sate for the loss of a single PKA subunit in knockoutof glutamate onto postsynaptic receptors. The PKA-
mice (Brandon et al., 1995, 1997; Qi et al., 1996). Independent modulation of quantal size requires the
Drosophila, the GAL4-UAS (upstream activating se-presence of the muscle-specific glutamate receptor
quence) expression system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993)DGluRIIA, since PKA-dependent modulation of quantal
allows transgenic proteins to be expressed exclusivelysize is lost in homozygous viable DGluRIIA2 mutants.
in pre- or postsynaptic cells (Schuster et al., 1996a,Furthermore, elevated postsynaptic PKA reduces the
1996b). We have taken advantage of these tools to se-quantal amplitude and the time constant of miniature
lectively manipulate postsynaptic PKA activity at theexcitatory junctional potential (mEJP) decay to values
Drosophila neuromuscular junction (NMJ).that are nearly identical to those observed in DGluR-
The Drosophila NMJ is a glutamatergic synapse withIIA2 mutants. The PKA-dependent reduction in quantal
ultrastructural similarities to glutamatergic central syn-size is accompanied developmentally by an increase
apses in vertebrates (Atwood et al., 1993; Schuster etin presynaptic quantal content, indicating the pres-
al., 1996a). Two muscle-specific glutamate receptorsence of a retrograde signal that regulates presynaptic
have been cloned in Drosophila, DGluRII (referred torelease.
here as DGluRIIA; Schuster et al., 1991) and DGluRIIB
(Petersen et al., 1997), which are both non-NMDA type
but cannot be classified as either AMPA or kainate-typeIntroduction
receptors.
In Drosophila, as in vertebrates, PKA is an inactiveBoth pre- and postsynaptic mechanisms contribute to
tetramer composed of two regulatory and two catalyticlong-term synaptic plasticity at glutamatergic synapses
subunits. Binding of cAMP to the regulatory subunitsin the vertebrate central nervous system (Liao et al.,
disrupts the tetramer and releases active monomeric1992; Bliss and Collingridge, 1993; Larkman and Jack,
catalytic subunits (Coffino et al., 1976). In Drosophila,1995; Isaac et al., 1995). Changes in presynaptic re-
two genes encode PKA catalytic subunits, the DCOlease that accompany NMDA receptor±dependent long-
(Kalderon and Rubin, 1988) and DCO2 (Melendez et al.,term potentiation (LTP) may involve a retrograde signal
1995) loci. Mutations that delete the DCO locus are ho-capable of modulating presynaptic release (Bliss and
mozygous lethal, consistent with a role for DCO duringCollingridge, 1993; Larkman and Jack, 1995). The mech-
early development (Kalderon and Rubin, 1988; Lane andanisms responsible for a retrograde regulation of pre-
Kalderon, 1993). We have manipulated PKA activity ex-synaptic transmitter release remain elusive, possibly in-
clusively in postsynaptic muscle, using transgenic linesvolving diffusible second messengers (Harish and Poo,
that express either a mutated catalytic subunit that is1992; Hawkins et al., 1994) or neurotrophic factors (Lo-
constitutively active or a mutant regulatory subunit ofhof et al., 1993; Kang and Schuman, 1995; Figurov et
PKA that has a reduced affinity for cAMP and thus inhib-al., 1996; Patterson et al., 1996). The mechanisms under-
its the release of catalytic subunits. These constructslying postsynaptic changes in synaptic efficacy may in-
were expressed in specific tissues utilizing the GAL4-volve direct phosphorylation of postsynaptic glutamate
UAS system.receptors (Blackstone et al., 1994; Roche et al., 1994a).
Here, we demonstrate that PKA regulates quantal size
at the Drosophila neuromuscular synapse. Overexpres-
sion of a constitutively active catalytic subunit de-*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Figure 1. Elevated Postsynaptic PKA Decreases Quantal Size, Resulting in Increased Presynaptic Quantal Content
(A) Quantification of the average spontaneous mEJC amplitude (quantal size, open bars) and quantal content (closed bars) as estimated by
the average EJC divided by the average mEJC and normalized to wild type. Genetic controls MHC-GAL482 (n 5 10) and UAS-PKAact1/1 (n 5
10) are not statistically different from wild type (w118; n 5 16) in either average quantal size or average quantal content. Expression of the
constitutively active catalytic subunit of PKA in muscle in UAS-PKAact1; MHC-GAL482 (n 5 10) significantly reduced quantal size (p , 0.001).
The decrease in quantal size is compensated for by a significant increase in quantal content (p , 0.001).
(B) Quantification of the average spontaneous mEJP amplitude (quantal size, open bars) and quantal content (closed bars) as estimated by
the average EJP divided by the average mEJP and normalized to wild type. Genetic controls MHC-GAL482 (n 5 11) and UAS-PKAact1/1 (n 5
18) are not statistically different from wild type (w118; n 5 14) in either average quantal size or average quantal content. Average quantal size
is significantly decreased in three independent genetic crosses, including UAS-PKAact1; MHC-GAL482 (n 5 11), UAS-PKAact1; MHC-GAL45 (n 5
12), and UAS-PKAact2; MHC-GAL482 (n 5 13; p , 0.001; Student's t test). In each of these three genetic backgrounds, the decrease in quantal
size is correlated with a significant increase in presynaptic quantal content above wild-type and genetic controls (p , 0.001). EJP amplitudes
were corrected for nonlinear summation before calculation of quantal contents.
(C) Distributions of mEJC amplitudes for two representative recordings of wild type (UAS-PKAact1) and UAS-PKAact1; MHC-GAL482 (N, number
of events; q, mean quantal amplitude). At right, sample traces show the reduction in quantal size due to overexpression of the constitutively
active PKA catalytic subunit in UAS-PKAact1; MHC-GAL482 (bottom traces) compared to the genetic control UAS-PKAact1 (top traces).
creases quantal size, whereas overexpression of a mu- Results
tant regulatory subunit with reduced affinity for cAMP
increases quantal size. A genetic analysis demonstrates Postsynaptic Overexpression of the PKA Catalytic
Subunit Decreases Quantal Sizethat postsynaptic PKA controls synaptic efficacy by
modulating the postsynaptic sensitivity to glutamate in We first examined the role of postsynaptic PKA by ex-
pression of a mutant murine PKA catalytic subunit (H87Q;a DGluRIIA2dependent manner.
Developmentally, the presynaptic motoneuron com- W196R) that is constitutively active (UAS-PKAact; Kald-
eron) exclusively in muscle using the GAL4-UAS ex-pensates for a decrease in postsynaptic quantal size by
increasing presynaptic transmitter release. The fact that pression system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993). Two in-
dependent homozygous viable P-element insertions ofthe presynaptic neuron compensates for a change in
postsynaptic activity implicates an activity-dependent, UAS-PKAact (UAS-PKAact1 and UAS-PKAact2) were
used in these experiments (Johanna et al., 1995). Toretrograde signaling system at this synapse. Thus, much
like glutamatergic synapses of the central nervous sys- drive expression of these UAS constructs, we used two
independent lines in which the myosin heavy chaintem of vertebrates, both postsynaptic and retrograde
signaling mechanisms may participate in the regulation (MHC) promoter drives GAL4 exclusively in muscle
(MHC-GAL482 and MHC5-GAL4).of synaptic efficacy at this synapse.
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To test the specificity of MHC-GAL4 expression, we
expressed the tetanus toxin light chain (UAS-TNTC;
Sweeney et al., 1995) by MHC-GAL482. The tetanus-toxin
light chain abolishes evoked transmitter release when
expressed presynaptically in Drosophila (Sweeney et al.,
1995). UAS-TNTC; MHC82-GAL4 larvae develop normally
and do not show any adverse behavioral phenotype,
demonstrating that tetanus toxin is not being expressed
in presynaptic motoneurons and that MHC-GAL482 there-
fore drives expression exclusively in muscle (data not
shown).
Overexpression of the UAS-PKAact constructs driven
by MHC-GAL4 significantly decrease quantal size as
estimated by the average spontaneous miniature excit-
atory junctional current (mEJC) or miniature excitatory
junctional potential (mEJP) recorded in muscle 6 in the
absence of nerve stimulation (Figures 1A and 1B). Ge-
netic controls had nearly identical average mEJC ampli-
tudes compared to wild type (wild type 5 120 6 6.5 pA,
PKAact1/1 5 118 6 7.0 pA, and MHC-GAL482/1 5 112 6
8.2 pA) and nearly identical mEJP amplitudes compared
to wild type (wild type 5 1.14 6 0.06 mV, PKAact1/1 5
1.21 6 0.03 mV, and MHC-GAL482/1 5 1.02 6 0.08
mV). Expression of UAS-PKAact1 in muscle significantly
reduced quantal size in three independent crosses in-
Figure 2. Reduced Postsynaptic PKA Increases Quantal Size with-cluding UAS-PKAact1; MHC-GAL482 (62 6 4 pA; 0.44 6
out a Concomitant Change in Presynaptic Quantal Content0.02 mV), UAS-PKAact1; MHC-GAL45 (0.64 6 0.02 mV)
(A) Quantification of the average spontaneous mEJC amplitudeand UAS-PKAact2; MHC-GAL482. (0.58 6 0.02 mV). In
(quantal size; top graph, open bars) and quantal content (lowervoltage clamp experiments, the membrane of muscle 6
graph, closed bars) as estimated by the average EJC divided bywas clamped at 280 mV.
the average mEJC. The genetic control UAS-PKAinh1/1 (n 5 14) is
This PKA-dependent reduction in quantal size could not statistically different from wild type (w118; n 5 11) in either
be due to a disruption of glutamate receptor localization average quantal size or average quantal content. Average quantal
to the synapse. Glutamate receptors that are tagged size is significantly increased in UAS-PKAinh1; MHC-GAL482 (n 5
14; p , 0.001; Student's t test). There is no change in presynapticwith a myc epitope (DGluRIIA-myc and DGluRIIB-myc)
quantal content in UAS-PKAinh1; MHC-GAL482.localize toªhot spotsº within individual synaptic boutons
(B) EJC amplitude is significantly increased in UAS-PKAinh1; MHC-that correspond at the electron microscopic level to
GAL482 (EJC 5 5.86 6 0.6 nA) as compared to wild type (EJC 5
postsynaptic active zones (Petersen et al., 1997). To 3.58 6 0.03 nA) and UAS-PKAinh1/1 (EJC 5 3.2 6 0.23 nA). Sample
determine whether increased PKA alters quantal size by traces are signal averages of 10±20 EJCs.
affecting glutamate receptor localization, we simultane- (C) Sample traces showing the increase in quantal size in UAS-
PKAinh1; MHC-GAL4.ously expressed UAS-PKAact1 and DGluRIIA-myc or
(D) Distributions of mEJC amplitudes for representative recordingsDGluRIIB-myc by MHC-GAL482. There was no detect-
of wild type and UAS-PKAinh1; MHC-GAL4 (N, number of events;able difference in the localization or fluorescence inten-
q, mean quantal size). All data are presented as the average 6 SEM.
sity of myc-stained glutamate receptors comparing lar- Calibration: (B) 2.0 nA, 20 ms; (C) 300 pA, 200 ms.
vae with and without expression of PKAact1 (data not
shown).
type (mEJC 5 112 6 4.5 pA) and the UAS-PKAinh1/1Inhibition of PKA Activity Increases Quantal Size
control (mEJC 5 105 6 3 pA; Figure 2). Since reducedSince increased PKA decreases quantal size, we asked
PKA activity is able to increase quantal amplitude, itwhether inhibiting PKA might have the opposite affect.
suggests that in wild type there is a significant basal levelWe inhibited PKA activity in muscle by expression of
of PKA-dependent phosphorylation that constitutivelya mutant regulatory subunit under UAS control (UAS-
regulates quantal size. Thus, changes in PKA activityPKAinh1). These regulatory subunits carry a mutated
can either increase or decrease quantal size.cAMP binding site and as a result have reduced sensitiv-
These results indicate that PKA signaling dynamicallyity to cAMP resulting in decreased PKA catalytic activity
controls synaptic efficacy by regulating postsynaptic(Li et al., 1995). UAS-PKAinh1 carries a single mutated
receptor function. We explored this possibility furthercAMP site and reduces, but does not eliminate, PKA
by determining whether the effects of transgenic PKAcatalytic activity. UAS-PKAinh2 carries two mutated
inhibition were sensitive to the levels of cAMP in thecAMP binding sites and in addition is recombined with
postsynaptic muscle. Increased cAMP would be ex-a deficiency that deletes the DCO locus. Thus, UAS-
pected to suppress the effect of UAS-PKAinh1, sincePKAinh2 more strongly reduces PKA catalytic activity.
the mutation in this regulatory subunit reduces but doesExpressionof UAS-PKAinh1 in muscle by MHC-GAL482
not eliminate cAMP sensitivity. We increased cAMP in allcaused a significant increase in the average mEJC am-
plitude (mEJC 5 159 6 6.2 pA) as compared to wild tissues using the learning mutation dunce (dnc), which
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quantal content (.50% increase compared to wild-type
and genetic controls) that accompanies the PKA-depen-
dent decrease in quantal size (Figure 1). This increase
in quantal content is observed in each of the three exper-
imental genotypes in which the PKA activator decreased
quantal size. Furthermore, this increase in quantal con-
tent is observed in both voltage-clamp and current-
clamp experiments (Figures 1A and 1B). Since presyn-
aptic release is increased in response to a decrease in
the postsynaptic sensitivity to transmitter, we propose
that there exists a retrograde signal capable of regulat-
ing presynaptic transmitter release at this synapse.
These results agree with those of Petersen et al. (1997),
who observe an increased presynaptic release in gluta-
mate receptor mutants that decrease quantal size.
The PKA-dependent increase in quantal size due toFigure 3. Increased cAMP in the dunce Mutant Suppresses the In-
PKA inhibition is not compensated for by a change increase in Quantal Size Due to Postsynaptic Expression of UAS-
presynaptic release, however. There is no change inPKAinh1
presynaptic quantal content despite a substantial (.40%)The average mEJC amplitude is normalized to the genetic control
UAS-PKAinh1/1. The average mEJC amplitude is increased in UAS- increase in quantal size when PKA is inhibited in muscle
PKAinh1; MHC-GAL482 (mEJC 5 157 6 20 pA; n 5 10) compared to (Figure 2). As a result, there is a significant increase in
the genetic control (mEJC 5 100 6 7.5 pA; n 5 10; p , 0.01). In the average compound EJC comparing wild type (EJC 5
dncM14 larvae carrying a single copy of UAS-PKAinh1, there is no
3.58 6 0.3 nA) with UAS-PKAinh1; MHC-GAL482 (EJC 5significant change in mEJC amplitude (mEJC 5 88 6 8.4 pA; n 5
5.86 6 0.6 nA; Figure 2B). Again, these results are in10). When UAS-PKAinh1 is expressed by MHC-GAL482 in the dncM14
agreement with those of Petersen et al. (1997), whomutant background (dncM14; UAS-PKAinh1; MHC-GAL482; mEJC 5
114 6 8.6 pA; n 5 10), there is a significant suppression of the show that an overexpression of DGluRIIA increases
increase in mEJC amplitude compared to that observed in UAS- quantal size without a compensatory change in presyn-
PKAinh1; MHC-GAL482 larvae (p , 0.02). aptic release. Thus, under these conditions, there does
not appear to be a presynaptic compensation for in-
creased postsynaptic excitation.
encodes a cAMP phosphodiesterase. Mutations in dnc A retrograde signal from muscle to motoneuron could
increase cytosolic cAMP. influence presynaptic release by increasing presynaptic
dncM14 significantly suppresses the increase in quantal structure. We therefore quantified bouton number for
size due toexpression of UAS-PKAinh1 in muscle (Figure the junction at muscles 6 and 7 in abdominal segment
3). Quantal size in dncM14; PKAinh1/1 larvae (88 6 8.4 A3. There was no change in bouton number comparing
pA) was slightly smaller than but not significantly differ- wild type (bouton number 5 116 6 3.1; n 5 20) with the
ent from wild type (100 6 7.5 pA). However, in dncM14 genetic controls MHC-GAL482 (117 6 4.6; n 5 24) and
M14; UAS-PKAinh1; MHC-GAL482 larvae, there was a UAS-PKAact1/1 (121 6 4.1n 5 19) and with larvae ex-
significant suppression of the increase in quantal size pressing increased PKA in muscle, including UAS-
due to expression of PKAinh1 in muscle (dncM14; UAS- PKAact1; MHC-GAL482 (125 6 5; n 5 34) and UAS-
PKAinh1; MHC-GAL482 5 114 6 8.6; UAS-PKAinh1; MHC- PKAact1; MHC-GAL45 (122 6 4.7; n 5 22). Similarly, there
GAL482 5 157 6 20). Thus, increased cAMP opposes is no change in presynaptic bouton number in larvae in
the activity of the overexpressed mutant PKA regulatory which PKA is inhibited in muscle (125 6 8.6; n 5 14).
subunit. Thus, a retrograde signal most likely regulates either the
number of presynaptic active zones present in each
Increased Presynaptic Transmitter Release presynaptic bouton or regulates some aspect of the
Compensates for a Postsynaptic presynaptic release mechanism.
Decrease in Quantal Size
During the development of the Drosophila NMJ, a large
increase in muscle volume is tightly coupled to increases The Rate of Spontaneous Release Events
Is Altered by Postsynaptic PKAin both presynaptic structure and presynaptic function.
This coupling assures that the presynaptic motoneuron In both current clamp and voltage clamp experiments,
a reduction in quantal size (due to increased PKA) corre-is able to appropriately excite postsynaptic muscle. It
has been proposed that this correlation between pre- lates with a reduction in the frequency of spontaneous
mEJP events. The mEJP frequency in genetic controlsand postsynaptic growth is maintained by a signal from
muscle to motoneuron (Schuster et al., 1996a). We were was 4.75 6 0.4 per s for MHC-GAL482/1 and 5.3 6
0.4 per s in UAS-PKAact1/1. These frequencies wereable to test this hypothesis by manipulating postsyn-
aptic excitation by increasing PKA activity and then significantly reduced in UAS-PKAact1; MHC-GAL482
(3.7 6 0.2), UAS-PKAact1; MHC-GAL45 (3.6 6 0.41), andassaying whether there is a presynaptic compensation
for changes in postsynaptic excitation. UAS-PKAact2;MHC-GAL482 (3.45 6 0.25). This reduction
in mEJPfrequency may originate postsynaptically, sinceOur data support the hypothesis that an activity-
dependent retrograde signal regulates presynaptic re- presynaptic release is actually increased, not decreased,
in these mutants. It is possible that a PKA-dependentlease at this synapse. There is a significant increase in
Genetic Analysis of Postsynaptic PKA
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Figure 4. PKA-Dependent Changes in Quantal
Size Are Rapid
(A) Heat shock induction of UAS-PKAinh2 sig-
nificantly increases quantal size 1±3 hr after
heat shock. There is a significant increase in
average mEJC amplitude in larvae homozy-
gous for UAS-PKAinh2; hs-GAL4 minus heat
shock (no HS; n 5 10) compared to the ge-
netic control (n 5 10).There is a further signifi-
cant increase in the average mEJC amplitude
in UAS-PKAinh2; hs-GAL4 larvae with heat
shock induction of UAS-PKAinh2 (with HS;
n 5 14).
(B) Sample distributions of mEJC amplitudes
in the genetic control UAS-PKAinh1 (top), in
UAS-PKAinh2; hs-GAL4 minus heat shock
(-hs; center), and in UAS-PKAinh2; hs-GAL4
with heat shock (1hs, bottom). N, number of
events; q, mean mEJC amplitude.
decrease in quantal size reduces the amplitude of many Second, to resolve whether PKA can modulate quan-
tal size over the course of minutes, as observed forrelease events below the noise level. Alternately, these
results may indicate that postsynaptic receptors are vertebrate receptors in culture, we stimulatedPKA activ-
functionally silenced by increased postsynaptic PKA ac- ity pharmacologically. PKA activity was stimulated by
tivity. There was no significant change in mEJC fre- application of a nonhydrolysable analog of cAMP, Sp±
quency when PKA activity was inhibited in muscle, indi- cyclic adenosine monophosphorothioate (Sp-cAMPS),
cating that silent synapses, or very small events, were a specific activator of PKA. Muscle 6 was voltage
not revealed by increasing quantal size. clamped at 280 mV before and after application of Sp-
cAMPS to the bath solution. Sp-cAMPS rapidly reduced
the average mEJC amplitude over the course of 10 min
PKA-Dependent Regulation
in a dosage-dependent manner (Figure 5). A significantof Quantal Size is Rapid
reduction in quantal size was observed as rapidly as 1
Changes in the conductance of the vertebrate glutamate
min after the preparation was bathed in 100 mM Sp-
receptor by PKA phosphorylation are rapid, occurring
cAMPs. As with transgenic activation of PKA, the mEJC
within minutes of PKA application to cells in culture.
frequency also decreased. However, since Sp-cAMPS
To address this issue at the Drosophila NMJ, we have
used two methods, one geneticand the otherpharmaco-
logical. First, we used a heat shock GAL4 promoter to
drive expression of UAS-PKAinh2. Wild-type and UAS-
PKAinh2; hs-GAL4 larvae were raised in parallel at the
permissive temperature (188C). One hour before re-
cording from muscle 6 in third instar larvae, wild-type
and UAS-PKAinh2; hs-GAL4 larvae were heat shocked
in parallel at 378C. Recordings from control and experi-
mental larvae, with and without heat shock, were per-
formed during an interval of 1±3 hr after this heat shock.
Heat shock expression of UAS-PKAinh2 caused a sig-
nificant increase in quantal size 1±3 hr after heat shock
(Figure 4). There was a significant increase in quantal
size in UAS-PKAinh2; hs-GAL4 larvae (minus heat shock)
compared to wild type. This may be due to the leaky Figure 5. Pharmacological Activation of PKA Reduces Quantal Size
expression of GAL4 by the homozygous hs-GAL4 inser- Activation of PKA by bath application of Sp-cAMPS causes a signifi-
cant reduction in mEJC amplitude in wild type (canton S) larvaetion and could be further influenced by the heterozygous
compared to control larvae that received application of carrier salinedeletion of the DCO locus in this genetic background.
instead of Sp-cAMPS (n 5 6). Sp-cAMPS was bath applied to a finalHowever, there is a significant 50% increase in quantal
concentration of 100 mM (n 5 3), 200 mM (n 5 4), or 500 mM (n 5size due to heat shock expression of UAS-PKAinh2; hs-
3). Baseline mEJC amplitudes were measured 2 min before applica-
GAL4 over and above the increase in quantal size ob- tion of Sp-cAMPS at t 5 0. Following application of Sp-cAMPS,
served in UAS-PKAinh2; hs-GAL4 without heat shock mEJC amplitudes were sampled and then averaged at t 5 1 min,
t 5 3 min, t 5 5 min, t 5 7 min, and t 5 11 min.(Figure 4).
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Figure 6. PKA Activation Decreases the Re-
sponse to Glutamate Iontophoresis and In-
creases Desensitization
(A) Recordings weremade from muscle6 over
a 10 min interval in the absence (control, filled
circles) or presence of 200 mM Sp-cAMPS
(1Sp-cAMPS, open circles). The response to
iotophoresis of glutamate and the average
quantal size (mEJC) were estimated before
and after 7 min of recording. Shown is the
correlation between the percent change in
the average quantal size and the percent
change in postsynaptic response to gluta-
mate iontophoresis (measured by the integral
of the postsynaptic response) over this 7 min
interval in the presence or absence of Sp-
cAMPS. At right, superimposed traces (two
traces for each time point, t 5 0 and t 5 7
min) show the change in response over the
course of 7 min in the presence of Sp-cAMPS
(1Sp-cAMPS, two examples) or absence of
Sp-cAMPS (control, one example).
(B) Desensitization to repeated pulses of ion-
tophoresed glutamate (2 Hz) is increased by
incubation in Sp-cAMPS for 7 min. Shown is
the average response decrement in wild type
(after 7 min elapsed recording) or wild type
after incubation in Sp-cAMPS for 7 min. Sam-
ple traces are shown at right for a control
before and after 7 min of recording (top
traces) and for wild type before andafter incu-
bation in Sp-cAMPS for 7 min (bottom traces).
was bath applied, this change in mEJC frequency could magnitude of this desensitization (Figure 6B). This effect
of Sp-cAMPS is independent of the response amplitude.originate pre- or postsynaptically.
Finally, we directly tested the effect of PKA on the Resetting the response amplitude after application of
Sp-cAMPSto the initial baseline amplitudeby increasingsensitivity of postsynaptic receptors by iontophoresis
of glutamate onto postsynaptic boutons (Figure 6). the iontophoresis stimulus intensity did not significantly
change the rate of desensitization (data not shown).L-glutamic acid was puffed onto a small number of syn-
aptic boutons under visual control in 0 Ca21 saline. We These data, using direct stimulation of postsynaptic re-
ceptors by glutamate iontophoresis, support the conclu-stimulated PKA by application of Sp-cAMPS and exam-
ined the effect of increased PKA on the sensitivity and sion that PKA directly or indirectly alters postsynaptic
receptor function.desensitization of postsynaptic receptors. During each
experiment, we monitored both the postsynaptic re-
sponse to iontophoresed glutamate and the average Mutations of DGluRIIA Eliminate PKA
Modulation of Quantal SizemEJC amplitude originating from the entire ensemble
of synaptic boutons at the synapse. In the absence of Two glutamate receptors are known to be expressed in
Drosophila muscle, DGluRIIA (Schuster et al., 1991) andSp-cAMPS, there was an approximate 10% rundown in
both the response to glutamate iotophoresis and the DGluRIIB (Petersen et al., 1997). Sequence analysis
reveals that only DGluRIIA has an optimal consensusaverage mEJC amplitude over the course of 10 min. A
7 min incubation in Sp-cAMPS resulted in a significant PKA phosphorylation site (RRXS). Mutations that delete
DGluRIIA are homozygous viable (Petersen et al., 1997).reduction (30%±75%) in both mEJC amplitude and in
the postsynaptic response to iontophoresed glutamate We, therefore, used these mutants to address whether
the action of PKA on quantal amplitude was dependentin each preparation (Figure 6A). In several cases, the
response to iontophoresed glutamate showed a greater on the presence of DGluRIIA.
In larvae lacking DGluRIIA, increasing PKA activity bypercent decrease than did the average mEJC amplitude.
This is likely due to the PKA-dependent reduction of a application of Sp-cAMPS does not decrease quantal
amplitude (Figure 7). Thus, deletion of the receptor withportion of mEJCevents below the noise level (consistent
with an observed reduction in mEJC rate), which would an optimal PKA site prevents modulation of quantal size
by PKA. These mutants have a z60% reduction in theelevate estimates of the average quantal size.
Sp-cAMPS also increased glutamate receptor desen- baseline mEJC amplitude (Figures 7A, 7B, and 7D). Inter-
estingly, when Sp-cAMPS is applied to a wild-type syn-sitization in response to repeated puffs of glutamate at
2 Hz (Figure 6B). Wild-type synapses show a gradual apse, quantal size is reduced to approximately this am-
plitude (Figure 7A). These data suggests that PKA maydecay in the postsynaptic response during repeated
puffs of glutamate. Stimulation of PKA by incubation in inhibit or even silence DGluRIIA.
We also examined larvae that were heterozygous forSp-cAMPS for 7 min significantly increased the rate and
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Figure 7. Quantal Size Is Not Reduced by Sp-
cAMPS in Mutants Lacking DGluRIIA
(A) The average mEJC amplitude was quanti-
fied at five time points following the applica-
tion of Sp-cAMPS at t 5 0. In wild type, there
is a significant decrease in the average mEJC
amplitude after Sp-cAMPS (200 mM; n 5 4).
DGluRIIA2 larvae have a significantly smaller
baseline mEJC amplitude compared to wild
type. Application of Sp-cAMPS does not alter
the average mEJC amplitude in DGluRIIA2
larvae (n 5 5). There is a small, statistically
significant reduction in baseline average
mEJC amplitude in DGluRIIA2/1 larvae (p ,
0.05). Sp-cAMPS reduces the average mEJC
amplitude in these heterozygous larvae to the
same amplitude as wild type 1 Sp-cAMPS
(n 5 5).
(B) Data from (A) are plotted as the percent
change in the average mEJC amplitude. The
percent change from the average baseline
mEJC amplitude was calculated for each
time point for a single recording and then
averaged. DGluRIIA2/1 heterozygous larvae
(1Sp-cAMPS) show a significantly reduced
percent change in mEJC amplitude com-
pared to wild type.
(C) Representative traces sampled from wild
type at three time points before (t 5 0) and
after (t 5 3 or t 5 11 min) application of Sp-
cAMPS (500 mM).
(D) Representative traces sampled as in (C)
for DGluRIIA2 mutant larvae.
Calibration: (C) 150 pA, 200 ms; (D) 75 pA,
200 ms.
themutation in DGluRIIA. In these larvae, there is a small, well as mEJP amplitude, compared to controls (Figure
8). A similar result was also obtained examining thethough statistically significant (p , 0.05), reduction in
the baseline mean quantal amplitude (Figure 7A), indi- falling phase of mEJC amplitudes before and after appli-
cation of Sp-cAMPS (data not shown). These changescating that channel subunit composition has an influ-
ence on quantal amplitude. Application of Sp-cAMP sig- in mEJP kinetics are independent of mEJP amplitude,
since this difference is observed for mEJPs of similarnificantly reduces quantal amplitude in these larvae.
After 11 min, the reduction in quantal size in DGluRIIA2 amplitude in PKA-activated larvae compared with con-
trols or in DGluRIIA2 larvae compared with controls (Fig-heterozygous larvae plateaus at the same amplitude as
the reduced mEJP amplitude in wild type (Figure 7A). ure 8B). Interestingly, the time constants for larvae with
increased PKA are not statistically different from thoseHowever, the percent change in mEJC amplitude in the
DGluRIIA2 heterozygous larvae is significantly less than in DGluRIIA2 mutant larvae (P 5 0.1, Student's t test).
Thus, increasing PKA activity mimics the phenotype ofin wild type (Figure 7B). Thus, PKA-dependent modula-
tion of quantal size appears to be sensitive to the copy the DGluRIIA2 mutants in two ways; both mutants have
a similarly reduced mEJP amplitude, and both have anumber of DGluRIIA.
Since the activity of PKA is dependent upon DGluRIIA, faster mEJP time constant of decay compared to wild-
type and genetic controls. These data support the hy-it is possible that PKA directly modulates channel func-
tion as has been observed for vertebrate channels. If pothesis that PKA phosphorylation inhibits or even si-
lences postsynaptic receptors that include the DGluRIIAso, we would expect to observe similar channel proper-
ties in DGluRIIA2 mutants and in larvae with increased subunit. Thus, PKA signaling may control synaptic effi-
cacy at this synapse through the regulation of DGluRIIAPKA activity. Since the kinetics of individual mEJPs are
influenced by their underlying channel kinetics, we com- function, potentially through thecreation and unmasking
of silent active zones.pared the time constant of decay of mEJPs in DGluRIIA2
larvae and in larvae with increased postsynaptic PKA.
The time constant of mEJP decay (fit with a single Discussion
exponential) is significantly faster in DGluRIIA2 mutant
larvae compared to control larvae with both DGluRIIA We demonstrate two distinct mechanisms by which
postsynaptic muscle regulates synaptic efficacy: a PKA-and DGluRIIB (Figure 8). This indicates that channels
composed of only DGluRIIB have different kinetics than dependent regulation of quantal size and a retrograde,
muscle-to-motoneuron regulation of presynaptic trans-heterologous channels or channels composed of only
DGluRIIA. Genetically increasing PKA activity signifi- mitter release. Elevating PKA activity, either genetically
or pharmacologically, causes a dramatic decrease incantly reduced the mEJP time constant of decay, as
Neuron
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Figure 8. Analysis of mEJP Time Constant of Decay
(A) The falling phases of single mEJPs were fit with a single exponential. Ten to fifteen representative mEJPs were averaged per recording
and eight to ten recordings were averaged per genotype (n 5 80±120 mEJPs analyzed per genotype). The time constant of mEJP decay is
significantly faster in DGluRIIA2 larvae compared to DGluRIIA1 control larvae. UAS-PKAact1; MHC-GAL4 larvae also have a significantly faster
time constant of decay compared to controls (MHC-GAL4 alone and UAS-PKAact1/w118 [p , 0.001]). The time constant of mEJP decay is
not statistically different, comparing DGluRIIA2 larvae with UAS-PKAact1; MHC-GAL482 larvae.
(B) Sample traces with exponential fits in the genetic controls DGluRIIA1 and UAS-PKAact1 and the experimental genotypes GluRIIA2 and
UAS-PKAact1; MHC-GAL4. Calibration: 20 ms, 0.5 mV.
quantal size as estimated by the average mEJC or the may regulate synaptic efficacy by silencing synapses or
unmasking previously silenced synapses. Expressionaverage mEJP. Conversely, genetic inhibition of PKA
function increases the average mEJC amplitude. These of the UAS-PKA activator decreased quantal size and
reduced the mEJP frequency. In these experiments, pre-changes in quantal size do not appear to be the result
of mislocalization of glutamatereceptors to thesynapse. synaptic transmitter release actually showed a compen-
satory increase in transmitter release to compensate forWe present evidence that this PKA-dependent modula-
tion of quantal size may be due to the phosphorylation the decrease in quantal size. Thus, the reduction in
mEJP frequency may originate postsynaptically. In-of DGluRIIA, one of two cloned glutamate receptors
in Drosophila muscle. Interestingly, a PKA-dependent creased PKA activity may reduce quantal size at many
synapses below thenoise level, thereby silencing a pop-decrease in quantal size is correlated with an increase
in presynaptic transmitter release. Thus, we further pro- ulation of synapses that are normally functional at the
wild-type synapse. Conversely, increasing mEJC ampli-pose that a retrograde regulation of presynaptic trans-
mitter release may represent a second, distinct mecha- tude by expression of the PKA inhibitor does not change
the mEJC frequency, implying that there are no silentnism for controlling synaptic efficacy at this synapse.
synapses at the wild-type junction.
PKA activity appears to constitutively regulate synap-Regulation of Synaptic Efficacy by PKA
Requires DGluRIIA tic function at the wild-type synapse. The demonstration
that inhibition of PKA leads to a large increase in quantalThe modulation of quantal size by PKA requires the
presence of DGluRIIA (Figure 7). This receptor contains size (40%±100% increase; Figures 2, 3, and 4) suggests
that there is a high basal phosphorylation of DGluRIIAan optimal PKA consensus phosphorylation site in its
C-terminal tail (RRXS), now believed to be cytoplasmic at the wild-type synapse. This is in agreement with bio-
chemical studies demonstrating a high basal phosphor-by analogy with the vertebrate glutamate receptors
(Roche et al., 1994b; Wo and Oswald, 1995). Larvae ylation of the vertebrate glutamate receptors by PKA
(Blackstone et al., 1994). This level of basal PKA phos-that lack this receptor (DGluRIIA2) do not show PKA-
dependent changes in quantal size. Furthermore, the phorylation mayensure that it ispossible to rapidly mod-
ulate the synapse in either direction by changes in PKAphysiological phenotype of larvae with increased post-
synaptic PKA phenocopies mutants that lack DGluRIIA, activity. This PKA-dependent regulation of DGluRIIA
may also modulate calcium signaling at the synapse.including an altered average mEJP amplitude and al-
tered mEJP kinetics. This supports the hypothesis that Sequence analysis demonstrates that DGluRIIA is highly
homologous to vertebrate receptors in the pore re-PKA phosphorylation of DGluRIIA is responsible for
changes in quantal size. Interestingly, PKA modula- gion that may be responsible for calcium permeability,
whereas DGluRIIB is less homologous in this regiontion of quantal size is sensitive to the copy number
of DGluRIIA. Larvae heterozygous for a deletion of (Petersen et al., 1997). Thus, specifically modulating the
function of DGluRIIA could influence postsynaptic cal-DGluRIIA show significantly less modulation by PKA
than wild-type controls (Figure 7). These data suggest cium influx.
At vertebrate central synapses, PKA-dependent phos-that PKA-dependent modulation of receptor function
may be influenced by the subunit composition of post- phorylation of postsynaptic glutamate receptors may
play a role in long-term synaptic plasticity. In vitro stud-synaptic receptors.
Additional evidence supports the hypothesis that PKA ies demonstrate that PKA can phosphorylate several of
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the AMPA-type receptor subunits as well as an NMDA mechanisms that regulate synaptic efficacy at the Dro-
sophila NMJ. PKA modulation of synaptic efficacy is areceptor subunit, and this phosphorylation results in
increased current flow and calcium influx through these rapid and potent modulator of postsynaptic excitation.
A retrograde regulation of presynaptic release may bereceptors (Roche et al., 1996; Leonard et al., 1997). In
Drosophila, however, the action of PKA is to decrease a mechanism that acts over a longer time course to
couple postsynaptic growth to presynaptic transmitterrather than increase the sensitivity of postsynaptic glu-
tamate receptors. Increased PKA reduces the postsyn- release. Future genetic screens should allow us to dis-
sect the molecular constituents of these postsynapticaptic response to exogenously applied glutamate and
increases the rate and magnitude of receptor desensiti- and retrograde signaling cascades with potential impli-
cations for the synaptic basis of learning and memory.zation in response to repeated application of exogenous
glutamate (Figure 6). In this respect, glutamate receptors
Experimental Proceduresat the Drosophila NMJ are similar to the vertebrate ace-
tylcholine receptors, which show increased desensitiza-
Physiologytion due to increased PKA (Hoffman et al., 1994).
Third-instar larvae wereselected atthe wandering stage after having
There are numerous signal transduction cascades left the food. Larvae were dissected as described previously (Davis
that converge on PKA and thereby regulate synap- et al., 1996). Whole-muscle recordings were performed on muscle
tic function, including inhibition or activation of PKA fiber 6 of abdominal segment A3. Recordings were achieved using
sharp microelectrodes (boroscilicate glass, 1 mm o.d.) with a resis-through G protein±coupled receptor signaling. We ob-
tance of 12±15 MV filled with either 3 M KCl or 3 M KAc. Current-serve that increased cAMP in the dncM14 allele does
clamp recordings were performed using either an Axoclamp 2B innot significantly alter quantal size, in agreement with
bridge mode (Axon Instruments) or an Axopatch 2000 in fast clamppreviously publishedresults (Zhongand Wu, 1991; Davis
mode (Axon Instruments). An Axoclamp 2B was used for two-elec-
et al., 1996). This may be due to a high endogenous trode voltage clamp, and single-electrode voltage clamp was per-
phosphorylation of the postsynaptic glutamate recep- formed with an Axopatch 2000. In all voltage clamp experiments,
muscle 6 was voltage clamped at 280 mV. Recordings were se-tors that is not enhanced by the elevations in cAMP
lected for data acquisition only when resting membrane potentialscaused by the dnc mutation (Figures2, 3, and 4). Alterna-
were between 260 and 280 mV. Data were digitized and recordedtively, synaptic localization of PKA may be critical for
to disk using a Digidata 1200 analog-to-digital board and PCLAMP
the modulation of synaptic function, and it is possible software (Axon Instruments).
that increased cytosolic cAMP in dnc does not strongly All data were analyzed off line, by hand, with the cursor option in
influence PKA activity that is postsynaptically localized the Clampfit portion of PCLAMP6 software (Axon Instruments). Fifty
to one hundred mEJP amplitudes were measured by hand for eachto the synapse.
preparation to estimatemean mEJP ormEJC amplitude. To estimate
the time constant of decay for mEJP and mEJC events, 10±15 clear
representative events from each recording were selected and fitRetrograde Regulation of Presynaptic Release
with a single exponential using the Clampfit software package (AxonOur ability to modulate postsynaptic activity by altering
Instruments). For each genotype, 8±12 animals were averaged to
quantal size has revealed a retrograde signaling system generate an average time constant of mEJP or mEJC decay (a total
at this synapse. A chronic reduction of quantal size by of 80±120 events per genotype).
Quantal content was estimated by dividing the average maximalexpression of UAS-PKAact in muscle is compensated
evoked EJP or EJC by the average spontaneous mEJP or mEJCfor by an increase in presynaptic transmitter release.
(an average of 50±100 events). With resting membrane potentialsElevation of PKA activity in three independent genetic
between 260 and 280 mV and 20 to 30 mV EJPs, the effects of
backgrounds causes a significant decrease in quantal nonlinear summation are likely to be small. However, the data in
size. In each genetic background, this decrease in Figure 1 were corrected for nonlinear summation.
quantal size is accompanied by a significant increase Iontophoresis of glutamate was performed in 0 Ca21 saline.
L-glutamic acid (100 mM [pH 8]; Sigma) was prepared in 0 Ca21 HL3in presynaptic quantal content. As a result, the average
saline and iontophoresed from a glass micropipette (10 MV). Thepostsynaptic excitation remains normal. Since changes
iontophoresis pipette was positioned directly over a small numberin postsynaptic excitation influence presynaptic release,
of isolated synaptic boutons under visual control (Nomarski Optics).we propose that there exists a retrograde, muscle-to-
The position of the recording electrode was carefully monitored
motoneuron signalingsystem that regulates presynaptic visually throughout each experiment.
transmitter release at this synapse. This conclusion is
further supported by the results of mutating DGluRIIA Immunohistochemistry
Third-instar larval neuromuscular junctions were dissected and(Petersen et al., 1997), which show that a decreased
stained with anti-synaptotagmin to visualize synaptic boutons ac-quantal size in DGluRIIA2 mutant larvae is compensated
cording to the methods presented in Schuster et al. (1996a, 1996b).for by an increase in presynaptic transmitter release.
Bouton numbers were quantified at muscles 6 and 7, also according
A retrograde regulation of presynaptic transmitter re- to the methods of Schuster et al. (1996a, 1996b).
lease may serve to maintain postsynaptic excitation dur-
ing the developmental growth of this synapse. Muscles Pharmacology
in Drosophila undergo a dramatic increase in size during PKA activity was stimulated by bath application of Sp-cAMPS (Bio
Log; 100±500 mM bath concentration). In these experiments, controllarval development. This developmental increase in
larvae received an equal volume of carrier saline.muscle size is accompanied by a parallel increase in
synaptic structure and function that maintains normal
Geneticsmuscle excitation. Our data support previous proposals
PKA Transgenes
that this coupling is accomplished by a signal from mus- UAS-PKAact contains a mutant mouse catalytic subunit gene
cle to nerve (Frank, 1973; Govind and Pearce, 1981). (H87Q; W196R; formerly MC*) fused to the UAS promoter (Johanna
et al., 1995; provided by D. Kalderon). This catalytic subunit mutationIn summary, we present evidence for two distinct
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prevents effective binding of the catalytic subunit to the PKA regula- a means of altering cell fates and generating dominant phenotypes.
Development 118, 401±415.tory subunit and results, therefore, in constitutively active kinase
activity (Orellana and McKnight, 1992). UAS-PKAact1 and UAS- Brandon, E.P., Zhuo, M., Huang, Y.Y., Qi, M., Gerhold, K.A., Burton,
PKAact2 are two independent, homozygous viable P-element inser- K.A., Kandel, E.R., McKnight, G.S., and Idzerda, R.L. (1995). Hippo-
tions on the second chromosome. campal long-term depression and depotentiation are defective in
UAS-PKAinh is a mutant PKA regulatory subunit fused to the UAS mice carrying a targeted disruption of the gene encoding the RI b
promoter (Li et al., 1995; provided by D. Kalderon). UAS-PKAinh1 subunit of cAMP-dependent protein kinase. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
USA 92, 8851±8855.(formerly UAS-PKABDK22) carries a single mutation in a cAMP binding
site. UAS-PKAinh1 is a homozygous viable insert on the second Brandon, E.P., Idzerda, R.L., McKnight, G.S. (1997). PKA isoforms,
chromosome. UAS-PKAinh2 (formerly UAS-PKABGD) carries muta- neural pathways, and behavior: making the connection. Curr. Opin.
tions in two cAMP binding sites. In addition, UAS-PKAinh2 is recom- Neurobiol. 7, 397±403.
bined with Df(2L)15 that deletes the DCO gene and is maintained Coffino, P., Bourne, H.R., Freidrich, U., Hochman, J., Insel, P.A.,
over the Cyo balancer (D. Kalderon). This stock is maintained with Lemaire, I., Melmon, K.L., and Tomkins, G.M. (1976). Molecular
a homozygous hs-GAL4 insert on the third chromosome. mechanisms of cyclic AMP action: a genetic approach. Recent Prog.
GAL4 Drivers Horm. Res. 32, 669±684.
PKA transgenes were expressed by three independent GAL4 Davis, G.W., Schuster, C.M., and Goodman, C.S. (1996). Genetic
P-element inserts. MHC-GAL482 contains the myosin heavy chain dissection of structural and functional components of synaptic plas-
promoter fused to GAL4 (M. Winberg, personal communication) and ticity: CREB is necessary for presynaptic functional plasticity. Neu-
is a homozygous viable insert on the third chromosome. MHC-GAL45 ron 17, 669±679.
is an independent insert of the MHC-GAL4 transgene. Both MHC-
Davis, G.W., Schuster, C.M., and Goodman, C.S. (1997). Genetic
GAL4 inserts promote exclusively in muscle beginning at the end analysis of the mechanisms controlling target selection: target-
of embryogenesis or early larval first instar (Davis et al., 1997). derived Fasciclin II regulates the pattern of synapse formation. Neu-
Glutamate Receptor Mutant ron 19, 1±20.
DGluRIIA2 larvae carry a mutation that deletes a portion of the
Davis, R.L., Cherry. J., Dauwalder, B., Han, P.L., and Skoulakis, E.DGluRIIA gene (DGluRIIASP16) over a deficiency that eliminates both
(1995). The cyclic AMP system and Drosophila learning. Mol. Cell.DGluRIIA and DGluRIIB (Df(2L)clh4). These larvae also carry a geno-
Biochem. 150, 271±278.
mic rescue of DGluRIIB (P[DGluRIIBg]/1). In experiments examining
Drain, P., Folkers, E., Quinn, W.G. (1991). cAMP-dependent proteinthe time constant of mEJC decay we include a control for this genetic
kinase and the disruption of learning in transgenic flies. Neuron 6,background, DGluRIIA1. These larvae carry a genomic rescue of
71±82.DGluRIIA in this genetic background rather than a genomic rescue
Figurov, A., Posso-Miller, L.D., Olafsson, P., Wang, T., and Lu, B.of DGluRIIB (P[DGluRIIAg]/1; DGluRIIASP16/Df(2L)clh4; Petersen
(1996). Regulation of synaptic responses to high-frequency stimula-et al., 1997).
tion and LTP by neurotrophins in the hippocampus. Nature 381,
706±709.
Heat Shock Protocol
Frank, E. (1973). Matching of facilitation at the neuromuscular junc-Wild-type and UAS-PKAinh2; hsGAL4 larvae were raised side by
tion of the lobster: a possible case for influence of muscle on nerve.
side at 188C. Third instar larvae of both genotypes were given two J. Physiol. 233, 635±6658.
identical 20 min heat shocks separated by 15 min at room tempera-
Govind, C.K., and Pearce, J. (1981). Remodeling of multiterminalture. To control the timing of heat shock, larvae were selected and
innervation by nerve terminal sprouting in an identifiable lobsterplaced in prewarmed vials of food (378C) and then given heat shock
motoneuron. Science 212, 1522±1524.within these vials in a 378C circulating water bath. Larval recordings
Greengard, P., Jen, H., Nairn, A.C., and Stevens, C.F. (1991). En-were performed between 1 and 3 hr after the initial heat shock.
hancement of the glutamate response by cAMP-dependent protein
kinase in hippocampal neurons. Science 253, 1135±1138.
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